Decoding natural scenes based on sounds of objects within scenes using multivariate pattern analysis.
Scene recognition plays an important role in spatial navigation and scene classification. It remains unknown whether the occipitotemporal cortex could represent the semantic association between the scenes and sounds of objects within the scenes. In this study, we used the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) technique and multivariate pattern analysis to assess whether diﬀ ; ;erent scenes could be discriminated based on the patterns evoked by sounds of objects within the scenes. We found that patterns evoked by scenes could be predicted with patterns evoked by sounds of objects within the scenes in the posterior fusiform area (pF), lateral occipital area (LO) and superior temporal sulcus (STS). The further functional connectivity analysis suggested significant correlations between pF, LO and parahippocampal place area (PPA) except that between STS and other three regions under the scene and sound conditions. A distinct network in processing scenes and sounds was discovered using a seed-to-voxel analysis with STS as the seed. This study may provide a cross-modal channel of scene decoding through the sounds of objects within the scenes in the occipitotemporal cortex, which could complement the single-modal channel of scene decoding based on the global scene properties or objects within the scenes.